TYPO3 4.2 Goals and Projects
Brainstorming

TV Permissions: improved log module
WS -> UTF-8 -> Installer
- sticky notes for everywhere
AJAX -> File & List Models
- grouping elements by column
- drag & drop
EXTS -> CORE

BE RTE?
- unifying link popup (search)
- reduce memory consumption
- improve usability of EM
- support for SSL proxies
- showing only icons of allowed actions

HCI
- advanced permissions
- speed!

improve FE Editing
- skinnable!
- inplace Editing
- Localization
- wdsfe: use passwords

TVP
- semantical TS validation
- TS highlighting
- optional possibility for admin to do DB cleanup

X: CLI -> Exp
- continue from last session
More information will be published soon on the core-team pages on wiki.typo3.org

http://wiki.typo3.org/index.php/TYPO3_4.2_Development